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Thankfully in todays society, hiring male strippers from www.malestripperssydney.com.au is not the taboo it once was. Women can hire a stripper for any occasion they desire, ranging from girly nights in, birthdays and of course hen parties. In this article we are mainly going to focus on getting a stripper for a bride to be, however the same tips apply for any party where you want to make it even more memorable.

Firstly and most importantly, make sure the bride would be comfortable with a hunky stranger dancing for her pleasure, after all embarrassing or making her awkward on her night would not go down well. However most brides would be grateful to have one last naughty night of fun before married life takes over.

Once the bride has okayed a stripper, or the decision has been taken on her behalf by her friends, then it is time to get planning. Ensure only close friends are with her for the show, the last thing she would want is distant acquaintances or grand mothers dampening the fun or killing the buzz. Everyone will have more fun if everyone is having a good time, including the stripper, so you find you get a lot more than you bargained for.

The fun really starts when deciding what you want from the stripper, or more importantly what the bride would want. This should be a job for very close friends who know her very well, since it should be one last chance for the brides wildest fantasies to come true. Things to think about are what type of guy is most desirable, and what uniform they take off. The usual options include sailor, fireman, policeman and plumber, with more exotic get-ups including Tarzan, Superman and James Bond.

Research is key since you dont want to be scammed, or disappointed with a sub standard stripper that is more of a turn off than a turn on. Shop around and only go with reputable companies that have been in the business a number of years. Ask to see the strippers first and you decide, dont let the agency push one on you. Additionally make sure you and your girls know the rules, some agencies do not allow photography or cameras, so make sure you know what you can and cant do.

Dont forget to ask about minor details beforehand, primarily if the stripper will get completely naked, ensure they will provide their own uniform and sound system and remember to make sure they know exactly how to find the party.

So come on ladies, have a saucy night of fun and frolics that you wont forget in a hurry and send the lucky bride off in style. Having a male stripper will certainly set any hen party off to a great start, whats more is that its in the comfort of your own home, drinks are a lot cheaper and the men come to you. Indulge the brides wildest dreams, with a extraordinary night that is fantastically pleasurably and thoroughly enjoyable and by all. Go get em girls!
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						My Name is Aj,

Im a professional Eyebrow Artists, Photographer and general Female enthusiast. The Female factory is about women and the things we enjoy. From stuff we like to buy to interesting news about women, men and babies!
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